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Aging and nonlinear rheology in suspensions of polyethylene oxide–protected silica particles
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In an attempt to establish connections between classical rheology and aging in paste colloidal suspensions,
we report in this paper a large set of experimental results on a given system. We have studied suspensions of
polyethylene oxide–protected silica particles and performed classical rheology experiments that exhibit a very
nonlinear behavior. We have then evidenced aging through stress relaxation as observed in various glassy
systems, and finally show other manifestations of aging through various rheological experiments. Qualitative
agreement between these experimental results and the predictions of a simple model suggests that the behavior
observed experimentally is governed by the competition between aging and mechanically induced rejuvena-
tion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Suspensions of soft repulsive particles display a very
usual ‘‘paste’’ behavior when concentrated beyond a criti
value: they behave as an elastic solid under a weak mech
cal perturbation, but flow under a larger one. They moreo
display slow aging, which raised the question of their an
ogy with glassy systems. Experimentally, their nonlinear
havior and their slow relaxation make such systems v
difficult to characterize in a clean way.

In the last few years, this analogy between glasses
concentrated soft systems has stimulated an important a
ity. Experimentally, similar features observed in extrem
different systems have been pointed out. Aging phenom
have been studied by light scattering experiments in g
@1–5#, foams @6#, and repulsive colloidal suspensions@7#.
Following the work of Struik@8# with amorphous polymers
rheological experiments have been performed on repul
colloidal suspensions@9,10#, or combined with diffusing
wave spectroscopy@11#.

In parallel, an important theoretical activity led to the d
velopment of several models based on different phys
mechanisms. Models derived from Bouchaud’s trap mo
were proposed to account for the rheology of such pa
systems@12–14#. Other were proposed following the mod
coupling approach@15# and including the description of th
effects of shear@16–18#. Phenomenological nonlinear mod
els were also proposed@19–21#, aiming at simpler analysis

In this paper, we present an extended set of experime
results on suspensions of soft repulsive colloidal spheres
Sec. II, we detail the outcome of the experiments perform
on suspensions of polyethylene oxide–protected silica
ticles. The nonlinear mechanical properties of these sus
sions are first characterized by classical rheology exp
ments. Then, we show that mechanical aging can
evidenced by different rheological experiments. The aim
this experimental part is to study various data to help
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understanding the interplay between nonlinear rheology
slow dynamics. In Sec. III the predictions of a simple mod
that we have developed for the rheology near the fluid-pa
transition@21# are confronted to the experimental results,
order to investigate whether its simple ingredients are su
cient to account for the complex rheology of paste syste
observed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental system

Experiments are carried out with suspensions of sil
particles stabilized by a layer of adsorbed polymer, prepa
as described in Refs.@22,23#. The silica particles, commer
cialized by Nissan Chemical Ltd., have a diameter of ab
100 nm. A dilute suspension is first washed in MilliQ1 water
by ultrafiltration until its conductivity becomes smaller tha
10 mS/cm. Its salinity is then increased toI 51.431022M ,
so that its Debye length is about 3 nm. The suspensio
further stabilized by adsorption of a layer of polyethyle
oxide ~PEO! from Fluka of mass 5000 g/mol. The thickne
of the PEO coating has been estimated to be of the ord
nm @22#. Both steric and electrostatic repulsions ensure s
bility to the system.

Rheological measurements are performed on a strain
trolled rheometer Rheometrics RFS II equipped with co
plate geometry~diameter 50 mm, angle 2°, truncatio
45 mm). To avoid drying of the sample, the geometry
immersed in silicone oil.

Many of the experiments described in the following a
extremely sensitive to noise, particularly the ones with
‘‘waiting time,’’ during which the suspension relaxes on i
own with no mechanical perturbation. Most of these expe
ments are thus performed at night, and with the tempera
regulator turned off, in order to get reproducible results.

B. Classical rheology

1. Steady-state flow curves

To characterize the system, we first perform steady-s
rheology. The system is submitted to a constant shear raġ
-
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and the corresponding shear stresss is measured. Results ar
shown in Fig. 1 for suspensions of various concentrati
from 36% to 44%. At low shear one can distinguish tw
types of behaviors: at low concentration the stresss tends
toward zero proportionally withġ and the system is New
tonian, whereas at high concentration the stress seem
tend to a finite value, the ‘‘yield stress’’sy . Actually it is not
clear whether the stress tends to a finite value or decre
very slowly. We thus arbitrarily define theapparentyield
stresssy

app as the value of the stress forġ50.025 s21 ~limit
value for the rheometer!. In the insetsy

app is plotted against
volumic fractionf. As can be deduced from Fig. 1 and th
inset, we can distinguish two very different behaviors:
f&40% ~liquid phase! the system is Newtonian and the a
parent yield stress is very small (<0.2 Pa), whereas forf
*40% ~‘‘paste phase’’! there is a weak or zero slope, and t
apparent yield stresssy

app is about a few pascals and in
creases with concentration. Forf.40%, the stress varie
roughly asġ0.35 when ġ tends toward zero.

We now focus on systems in the paste phase, chara
ized by their apparent yield stresssy

app of a few pascals
~which we will consistently use as an indirect measure of
concentration of a sample, given the difficulty and impre
sion in obtainingf).

2. Oscillatory rheology

The system is submitted to an oscillatory shear:g(t)
5g0 cos(vt) and we measure the elastic and loss moduliG8
andG9. Actually, we measure here theeffectivemoduli, de-
fined as the ratios of the first harmonics of the stress to
applied strain amplitude. Typical curves ofG8 andG9 versus
the amplitudeg0 are shown in Fig. 2 at a frequencyv/2p
51 Hz. At very low deformations,G8 is more than ten
times larger thanG9, and both are constant: the system b
haves essentially as a linear elastic solid. Forg0 larger than

FIG. 1. Flow curves~log-log plot!: steady-state shear stress ve
sus shear rate for suspensions with various concentrations bet
36% and 44%~from bottom to top!. Dotted lines are guides for th
eye. We define the apparent yield stresssy

app as the value of the
stress forġ50.025 s21 ~vertical line!. Inset:sy

app against volumic
fraction f.
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2%, G9 increases roughly asg0
1.5, and the system behave

as a fluid at higher deformation. We found for all samp
that the downward slope ofG8 at g0.10% is about twice
the one ofG9, and varies asG8}g0

21.660.3.
Varying sy

app from 0.2 to 14 Pa~i.e., increasing concen
tration!, the elastic modulus in the linear regime increases
G8;50sy

app . The critical valuegcrit of the deformation be-
tween the linear and nonlinear regimes is about 4.5% wh
ever the yield stress of the sample. The corresponding crit
value for the stressscrit5G8/ gcrit is thus proportional to
sy

app .
These values depend very weakly on the frequencyv/2p

of the perturbation.
We now consider the viscoelastic moduli as a function

the frequency of the perturbation for a fixed amplitude in t
linear regime (g051%) ~see Fig. 3!. The elastic modulus is
almost constant over three decades of frequency. The
modulus displays a shallow minimum at a frequency
about 1 Hz, and then increases asG9}v0.5.

C. Mechanical aging

1. Stress relaxation

As mentioned in the Introduction, the analogy betwe
paste and glassy phases leads us to expect aging featu
concentrated silica suspensions. In an earlier paper@9#, we
proposed a procedure to measure aging in colloidal syste
We first apply amechanical fluidificationto put the system in
a history-independent fluidified state. This fluidification h
been empirically determined to get reproducible subsequ
mechanical responses: the sample is submitted to an os
tory shear of amplitude 1000% at 1 Hz during 200 s. Wh
fluidification is stopped att50, the system evolves sponta
neously during a timetw , classically called the waiting time
At t5tw , a small deformationgm ~in the linear regime! is
applied, and the relaxation of the stresss(t) is measured as
a function of the elapsed timet85t2tw .

en
FIG. 2. Log-log plot of the elastic and loss moduliG8 andG9

versus the amplitudeg0 of the oscillatory shear at a frequency 1 H
At low deformation, the system behaves as an elastic linear s
At high deformation, it exhibits a highly shear-thinning behavi
This sample has a yield stresssy

app53.2 Pa.
3-2
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The stress relaxation depends strongly on the waiting t
tw : the larger the waiting time, the slower the relaxatio
There is thus seemingly no intrinsic relaxation time in o
system. Furthermore, we have found that, for a given sam
curves for different waiting times collapse when plott
against a rescaled expression of time: (t81tw)12m2tw

12m

~Fig. 4!. The exponentm, classically called the aging expo
nent @8,24#, is found to be 0.760.2 for different samples
This value seems to be uncorrelated to the value of the y
stress~for 2,sy

app,6 Pa) or to the amplitude of the pertu
bation ~for 0.2%,gm,2%) @25#. The rescaled curves ar
well fitted by a stretched exponential~see Fig. 4!:

s5GgmexpF2S ~ t81tw!12m2tw
12m

t12m D b G , ~1!

with 0.50,b,0.68 and 3.9,t,7.4 s for the different
samples tested (2,sy

app,6 Pa).
Let us remark that the maximum value of the stress

vided by the applied strain is a measure of the hig
frequency elastic modulus~as the system at small times r
sponds elastically to the deformation ramp that bringsg from
0 to gm in a time ;0.1 s). It is obvious in Fig. 4 that this
maximum stress depends on the waiting timetw . Plotting
experimental values suggests roughly a logarithmic incre
but this increase can also be reasonably fitted by expres
~1! with a fixed value oft850.1 s~ramp time!.

2. Slow drift of the elastic modulus

To test this possible weak time dependence of the ela
modulus, we used the following procedure: fluidificatio
spontaneous evolution duringtw , and application att85t
2tw50 of an oscillatory shear at frequency 1 Hz and
amplitudeg051% ~linear regime!. For t8.0, the evolution
of the elastic modulusG8 is measured after different value
of the waiting time. We found that the elastic modulusG8

FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the elastic and loss moduli under osc
latory shear at fixed amplitudeg051% and variable frequency. Th
elastic modulus is almost constant, and the loss modulusG9 exhib-
its a shallow minimum around 1 Hz, and a power-law depende
at high frequency:G9}v0.5. This sample has a yield stresssy

app

54.3 Pa.
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increases with time. In fact, this increase does not depen
tw but on the timet elapsed since the end of the fluidificatio
~i.e., the measure does not perturb the intrinsic increas
G8). When plotted againstt ~Fig. 5!, all curves tend to in-
crease logarithmically. Varying concentration, we found ty
cally

G8;G01a log10~ t !, ~2!

with a comparable tosy
app . For small amplitudeg0 of the

applied oscillatory shear, the slopea is constant, but it de-
creases withg0 wheng0>3%. Thus, beyond the linear re
gime, mechanics prevents the aging of the elastic modul

This logarithmic increase ofG8 is comparable with the
increase of the high-frequency elastic modulus as pointe
stress relaxation measurements and may be the manifest
of the same mechanism.

We have performed similar experiments on suspension
the same silica particles but stabilized only by electrosta
repulsion~without polymer coating! @26#. We have observed
the same logarithmic increase@Eq. ~2!# for samples in a large
range of concentrations (3,sy

app,70 Pa) with the slopea
comparable tosy

app . Remarkably this logarithmic increas
was also found in another system, a colloidal suspensio
polyelectrolyte microgels@27#. These three suspension
~silica with or without PEO and polyelectrolyte microgel!
display aging features as described in Sec. II C 1. This m
indicate a link between aging in the stress relaxation a
spontaneous logarithmic increase of the elastic modulus

Note that this mild increase ofG8 has only a weak effec
on the experiments under oscillatory shear reported in Fig
and 3.

D. Start-up flow

Finally, we perform start-up flow experiments: after fl
idification, the system evolves spontaneously duringtw , and

FIG. 4. Semilogarithmic plot of the stress relaxation agai
(t81tw)12m2tw

12m , with m50.55. The sample (sy
app53.2 Pa)

was submitted to a step straingm51% at t850, after different
values of the waiting time:tw510, 100, 1000, 10 000 s. Big dots
fit from Eq. ~1! with gm51%, G5112 Pa,t54s, b50.55, and
m50.55.

e
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the stress is then measured after the application of a con
shear rateġ from t85t2tw50 on.

We first fix the waiting timetw , and study the response a
a function of the appliedġ. An example is given in Fig. 6 for
tw5100 s and various shear rates 0.1,ġ,10 s21. In re-
sponse to the application of shear, the stresss first increases
proportionally to the strain. It then overshoots to a critic
valuesplas that depends onġ. Whens has reachedsplas the
system is forced to flow, and the stress relaxes to its ste
state valuesss that also depends onġ ~see the flow curve in
Fig. 1!.

In Fig. 7 splas is plotted againstġ ~full circles!: it in-
creases asġ0.27 over two decades ofġ. The increase ofsplas

may be understood as follows: the smaller 1/ġ compared to
some intrinsic time characteristic of rearrangements in
system, the larger the stress stored before rearrangem
occur.

FIG. 5. Semilogarithmic plot of the elastic modulus versut
upon oscillatory shear of amplitude 1% at frequency 1 Hz, fo
sample withsy

app52.9 Pa.

FIG. 6. Semilogarithmic plot of the stresss versust8, after tw

5100 s, under various constant shear rates 0.1,ġ,10 s21 ~from
right to left!. The stresss increases linearly until it reaches th

critical valuesplas depending onġ, and then relaxes to the station
ary valuesss. This sample has a yield stresssy

app52.5 Pa.
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We have also observed that the amplitude of the oversh
(splas2sss) tends to zero at very low and high shear rat

Finally, we have tested the effects of aging on this tra
sient regime, by applying to the sample the same shear

after various waiting times. We found that at fixedġ, the
critical valuesplas increases with the waiting time~Fig. 8!:
the older the sample, the more stress stored before flow
curs. However, the time at which first rearrangements oc
seems to be constant, i.e., the deformation at which fl
occurs does not depend ontw .

Note that the amplitude of this increase ofsplas as a
function of the system age is comparable with the amplitu
of the increase of the linear elastic modulusG8 described in
Sec. II C 2. We have, however, not gathered sufficient dat
distinguish between a logarithmic and a weak power-law
pendence.

a
FIG. 7. Circles and diamonds: respectively,splas andsss from

Fig. 6. Squares: steady-state flow curve for the same sample
other shear flow experiment. Dotted lines are guides for the
~log-log plot!.

FIG. 8. Semilogarithmic plot of the stress versust8 under con-

stant shear rateġ51s21, after various values of the elapsed waitin
time: tw5100, 1000, 10 000 s. This sample has a yield stresssy

app

51.5 Pa.
3-4
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E. Conclusion on the experiments

We have reported here a set of measurements for a g
colloidal paste system, spanning both classical rheology
aging experiments. Features similar to those reported ab
for steady-state and oscillatory shear have already been
served individually in various pasty systems: colloidal s
pensions@27,28#, emulsions@29–32#, or foams@33#. How-
ever. scarce are the papers where the complete set of re
is given.

Let us emphasize again that aging experiments are q
difficult to perform, as they are extremely sensitive to ext
nal noise~e.g., experiments carried out at night were syste
atically more reproducible than those performed during
day!, and a very accurate procedure must be followed to
reproducible results. In the last few years, several exp
ments have been performed to characterize aging in repu
colloidal suspensions@9–11#. Despite their very different
physicochemical properties, these systems exhibit analog
features, and, in particular, a similar dependence on age
ing spontaneous relaxation. The logarithmic increase of
elastic modulus has been observed in different systems
but was not underlined as an other manifestation of agin
these paste systems. Finally, our start-up flow experim
show that this procedure may be a different and complem
tary way to probe aging. Until a clear link between the
different manifestations of aging is established, we sugg
that it should prove useful to record these various data.

III. CONFRONTATION WITH A SIMPLE MODEL

In this section, we confront the experimental results
Sec. II to the predictions of a simple model that we ha
developed for the rheological behavior near the fluid-pa
transition@21#. We do not expect from such a simple mode
complete and quantitative description of the rheological
havior of our concentrated suspensions. However, we
show that this model is able to capture many essential
tures of the extended set of experiments presented in pre
ing section.

We first briefly recall the model~see Ref.@21# for details!,
and then confront its predictions to the experiments.

A. The model

The two main physical ingredients in the model are sp
taneous aging, on the one hand, and rejuvenation induce
mechanics, on the other hand. Even if it is now accepted
the dynamics in such systems may be governed by a sp
of relaxation times, we made for simplicity the choice of o
characteristic time, that itself evolves with time, in the ho
to describe by this minimal way the coupling between ag
and nonlinear rheology.

The basic hypothesis is thus the following: the dynam
at low frequency is governed by one scalar variableD, the
‘‘fluidity,’’ that is the inverse of a mechanical relaxation tim
The stress evolution is described by the equation

] ts52Ds1Gġ, ~3!

wheres and ġ are, respectively, the stress and the appl
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shear rate, andG is the elastic modulus, taken to be consta
The stresss is rescaled so thatG is fixed to 1. Equation~3!
with a constantD is the usual Maxwell model for linea
viscoelastic systems. In our model, in contrast, the fluidity
not constant but evolves with time.

In the vicinity of the fluid-paste transition, the characte
istic timeD21 is always large. In the fluid phase this time
finite, whereas it tends to infinity in the paste phase. We t
propose the following expansion for the evolution ofD:
] tD5rD a2vDa1b. The constantv is positive, whereas the
parameterr is positive in the fluid phase and negative in t
paste one (r is directly related to the difference between t
experimental concentrationf and the ‘‘critical’’ one ~about
40%) between fluid and paste phases. If we want the fluid
D to play the role of memory of the system, thena>2, so
that D relaxes slower than the stresss.

The second essential point is that application of a sh
rate induces rearrangements in the system, so as to a
flow. We thus simply postulate that shear tends to incre
the fluidity D and write ] tD5rD a2vDa1b1 f (s,D,ġ),
with f a positive and regular function ofs, D, and ġ. We
choose for simplicityf to be a power law in the three var
ables, which introduces three new exponents

] tD5F r 1uS sD

ġ
D l

ġn2e

Dn GDa2vDa1b. ~4!

This somewhat awkward form forf emphasizes that the ex
ponentl is irrelevant at low frequencies~wheresD5ġ).

B. Confrontation to experiments

This simple model was built to describe the rheology n
the fluid-paste transition, with the parameterr a measure of
the distance to the transition. Within this model, the yie
stress~or apparent yield stress!, characteristic of the distanc
to the transition, varies assy}(2r )1/n, and the elastic
modulusG is constant. In contrast, we found experimenta
G8}sy

app . Our model is then clearly not able to describ
variations of the rheological behavior with the distance to
transition, unless we make further assumptions as to
value ofG.

We leave this aside and from now on try to confront t
predictions of the model to the experiments in the pa
phase for a fixedr ,0 ~fixed sy.0).

The model is limited to the description of the low
frequency or long-time behavior. To confront it to expe
ments, we artificially add a Maxwell high-frequency cont
bution: the total stress is the sum ofs @as given by Eq.~3!#
and s0, where s0 obeys the following Maxwell equation
] ts052s0 /t01G0ġ, with t0 a constant short time.

1. Classical rheology

We will now consider successively the various expe
ments reported in Sec. II. We first probe the response of
system to an oscillatory shear: a deformationg(t)
5g0 cos(v t) is applied and the elastic and loss moduliG8
andG9 are calculated~for details see Ref.@21#!.
3-5
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Let us first describe the frequency dependence at a fi
small strain amplitudeg0. Two characteristic modes appea
a fast one of characteristic timet0 ~high-frequency contribu-
tion! and a slow non-linear one. We only represented in F
9 the results for frequencies within the window separat
these two values. The results are qualitatively in line w
experiments~see Fig. 3!: G8 displays a plateau andG9 a
minimum for v5v̄;g0

(n2e)/(n1e2l) .
We now turn to a variable strain amplitudeg0 at a fixed

frequencyv such thatv̄,v,1/t0. Results, schematized i
Fig. 10, are again qualitatively similar as in experiments~see
Fig. 2!. At low deformation, the response is elastic with
constant elastic modulusG8, and with a viscous plateau du

FIG. 9. Schematic log-log plot of the elastic and loss mod
G8 and G9 against frequency, at a fixed strain amplitudeg0. Full
line: basic model@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#. Dashed line: contribution

of high-frequency term.G9 displays a minimum forv5v̄
;g0

(n2e)/(n1e2l) .

FIG. 10. Schematic log-log plot of the elastic and loss mod

G8 and G9 against strain amplitude, at a fixed frequencyv̄,v
,1/t0. Full line: basic model@Eqs.~3! and~4!#. Dashed line: con-
tribution of high-frequency term.
06140
d

.
g

here to the high-frequency term. At high deformation t
system is viscous, and the ratio of the slopes ofG8 andG9
equals 2, which is in good agreement with experimental
sults. Attempting a more quantitative comparison with e
periments for the slopes givese/n;0.20 andl/n;0.45.

From Fig. 9, it is difficult to get forG9 a numerical value
for the power-law dependence onv at low frequency, as this
decrease ofG9 is at the limit of the experimental window. I
we put in the model the numerical values obtained from F
10 (e/n;0.20,l/n;0.45), we getG9;v20.35, which is
compatible with experimental observations.

Let us remark that the addition of the high-frequency te
in the model allows to get curves whose shapes are simila
the experimental ones. It is, in particular, necessary to
count for the existence of a viscous plateau at low deform
tion ~Fig. 10! as observed experimentally. But this hig
frequency term is qualitatively clearly incorrect at lo
deformation (G95G0vt0) and high frequency (G9}v,
whereas we found experimentallyG9}v0.5). The choice of a
Maxwell element for the high-frequency contribution
clearly too simple.

Finally, we consider the predictions of the model for t
flow curve, which is represented schematically in Fig. 11.
low shear rates, the stresss varies as a power law ofġ: s

5(2r /u)1/nġe/n. At higher shear rates, wherevDa1b

@rD a @see Eq.~4!#, an other shear-thinningr-independent
regime appears. At very high shear, the system beco
Newtonian because of our choice for the high-frequen
term.

This flow curve is in qualitative agreement with expe
mental results~see Fig. 1!. Our model indeed predicts
anomalous power-law regimes at low and intermediate sh
rates as the competition and equilibrium between sponta
ous aging@term proportional tor in Eq. ~4!# and mechanical
rejuvenation~term proportional tou).

It is difficult to make the comparison more quantitative
extracting exponents from the curves of Fig. 1 is clea
somewhat arbitrary: the increase at low shear is very sl

i

li

FIG. 11. Schematic flow curve~log-log plot!: steady-state stres
versus applied shear rate. Full line: basic model. Dashed line:
tribution of high-frequency term. Dotted line: critical regime (r
50).
3-6
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implying large cross-over domains. If we use the numeri
values obtained from the previous comparison~namely,e/n
;0.2), the model predicts:s}ġ0.2 at very low shear, which
is compatible with experiments.

For the critical region (r;0), the experiments sugge
s(f.40%);ġ0.35, which leads tob/n;0.25.

2. Aging in stress relaxation

We apply to the model the procedure of aging expe
ments: fluidification interrupted att50, spontaneous relax
ation duringtw , and att85t2tw50 application of a small
step strain in the linear regime. The influence of the pre
ration is wholly contained in the values ofD ands at time
t50 denoted byD0 ands0.

For t.0, the fluidity relaxes to zero asD(t)}1/tm, where
m51/(a21) plays the role of the aging exponent. This slo
relaxation accounts for the very long memory of the syst
of its past history~initial conditions at timet50). As soon
as tw@D0

21/mm/ur u, the stress relaxation after the step stra
takes the form~for m,1)

s}expS 2~m/ur u!m
~ t81tw!12m2tw

12m

12m D . ~5!

Remarkably, the argument of the exponential is the funct
used to rescale our experimental data: (t81tw)12m2tw

12m

@see Eq.~1!# @34#.
Comparison to experimental values ofm impose 2.1,a

,3. Expression~5! exhibits a characteristic time propo
tional to ur um/12m. Such a time appears formally in the re
caling used experimentally@seet in Eq. ~1!#. However, the
simple exponential form is not compatible with the stretch
exponential observed experimentally. This may be due to
choice of describing the dynamics by a single time 1/D.

3. Start-up flow

Finally, we confront the model with start-up flow exper
ments. As the analytical resolution is more complex here,
prediction of the model is evaluated numerically.

After spontaneous evolution duringtw , a constant shea
rate ġ is applied att850 and the corresponding stress
recorded. For large enoughtw , the initial conditions are
given bys(t850);0 andD(t850)5Dtw

}(1/tw)m.

FIG. 12. Numerics witha52.5, b50.25, e50.2, n51, l
50.45, 2r 5u5v51: Semilogarithmic plot of the stresss versus

t8 with (1/tw)2/3}Dtw
50.1 and 0.02,ġ,2 from right to left.
06140
l
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We use for the exponents values compatible with the co
parisons of Secs. III B 1 and III B 2a52.5, b/n50.25,
e/n50.2, l/n50.45, the exponentn being still undeter-
mined. An example of numerical result is plotted in Fig.
for n51, 2r 5u5v51, Dtw

50.1, and different values o

the applied shear rateġ.
As observed in experiments, an overshoot is predict

the stress first increases linearly up to the maximum va
splas and then relaxes to the steady-state value. The m
mum valuesplas is reached faster for largerġ, and its value
strongly depends onġ ~see Fig. 13!: splas varies roughly as
ġ0.5. This power-law dependency is slightly larger than t
one observed in experiments. At low shear,splas meets the
flow curve: no more overshoot appears.

We have checked numerically that this behavior is qu
tatively the same for different values ofn.

We finally fix the value of the applied shearġ and test the
dependence on the waiting time, or initial conditionDtw

. An
example is given in Fig. 14 with the same numerical valu
as in Fig. 12, at fixedġ50.1 and varyingDtw

. As in experi-

ments, the value ofsplas increases with the waiting time
Note that this effect is not linked here to an increase of
elastic modulus as noted in experiments, asG is supposed

FIG. 13. Numerical results with the same parameter values

for Fig. 12. Symbols: log-log plot ofsplas versusġ with (1/tw)2/3

}Dtw
50.01 and 0.1. Full line: flow curve.

FIG. 14. Numerics with the same parameter values as for

12. Semilogarithmic plot of the stresss versust8 with ġ50.1 and
different initial conditions: 0.02,Dtw

,2 from top to bottom.
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constant in the model. Contrary to experiments, the ti
~i.e., the deformation! at which flow occurs is not constan
but smoothly drifts with the age.

C. Conclusion on the confrontation

This phenomenological model, which does not refer
any microscopic mechanism, relies on two main ingredie
spontaneous aging and rejuvenation induced by mecha
We have shown that its predictions for classical rheology
in good qualitative agreement with the experimental resu
More remarkable is the very simple description of agin
with the natural occurrence of the scaling variable that is
outcome of more sophisticated and complex theories@24#,
and that we used successfully to fit the data of our si
systems. Finally, the existence of an overshoot in star
flows is described too, and its dependence on the age is
predicted. We have thus shown that this coupling betw
aging and mechanical rejuvenation is the right mechanism
qualitatively account for the rheology of paste systems.

However, from a quantitative point of view, it is difficu
to determine the form of this coupling. We have seen t
one can find a set of numerical values for the exponents
gives a good fit for the experiments. But because of the n
ber of exponents involved, and because of the difficulty
get accurate slope values from experiments~large cross over
domains!, there are still undetermined exponents. In th
sense, it is still very difficult to compare from a quantitati
point of view these experiments on pasty systems wit
model, even so simple. Moreover, our model is clearly u
able to describe how the rheological behaviors in the pa
phase depend on the distance to the fluid-paste transi
Furthermore, the choice of only one characteristic time is
sufficient to describe the complex dynamics of such syste
particularly the relaxation of the stress as a stretched ex
nential~or the slow evolution of the elastic modulus!. How-
ever, in the absence of other analytically simple models,
consider that this model is a useful first-order guide
experiments.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a set of experime
results on a simple colloidal system~PEO-protected silica
particles!, including both classical rheology and aging e
periments. These results have been confronted to the pre
tions of a simple model, in order to point out the basic
gredients necessary to account for these experiments.

Experimentally, classical rheological tests show the u
usual mechanical responses characteristic of paste syst
nonlinearities at very low deformation, existence of a critic
value of the stress that depends on the solicitation. The a
ogy between paste and glassy systems has been validate
the characterization of aging in these silica suspensions:
dynamics of the system depends on its ‘‘age’’ in a way sim
lar to glassy systems, and we have proposed a procedure
takes this fact into account and rationalizes behaviors
seema priori nonreproducible. Moreover, we have propos
a way to characterize aging through start-up flow expe
ments.

In parallel, we have recalled a model built on two bas
ingredients: spontaneous aging and rejuvenation induce
mechanics. We have shown that this very simple approac
able to qualitatively describe many of the unusual behav
observed in our paste systems; nonlinear rheology and a
through different experiments. However, even if we ha
been able to make some quantitative comparisons~mostly in
terms of the exponents! between its predictions and the e
perimental results, this model in its present form is clea
not adapted as a quantitative guide for experiments, but
mains qualitatively very satisfactory given its simplicity.

We have shown the strong interplay between nonlin
rheology and aging, and emphasized various mechan
manifestations of aging~through stress relaxation, start-u
flow experiments, and increase ofG8), between which the
link is still to be understood. It would be interesting to pe
form a similar extended set of experiments on other colloi
systems, in order to assess or infirm the existence of uni
sal features in paste systems.
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